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SEARCH. FIND. SHARE. 
FUEL INNOVATION WITH  
PROQUEST DIALOG.

ProQuest Dialog™ presents the authoritative sources you expect, in an interface 
that adapts to the needs of any user. From the novice searcher to the skilled 
information professional and everyone in between, ProQuest Dialog points you to the 
critical information you need to make informed decisions and fuel new discoveries.

Complete, Reliable Sources You Expect
Dialog pioneered the online information industry in the early 1970s, delivering content from the world’s most 
authoritative sources. Today, ProQuest Dialog continues to be a market-leading provider of premium content — 
now in a user-friendly, flexible interface.

Precision Search For: Industry Expertise In:
Information professionals Aerospace and defense
Scientists Automotive
Engineers Diagnostics and medical devices
Patent searchers Energy and environment
Healthcare professionals Engineering and technology
Food technologists Food and agriculture
Analysts Healthcare
Telecommunications and computer designers News and trade 

Pharmaceuticals and biomedicine
Patents
Telecommunications and computing
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Intuitive Access to Information for Everyone
An effective search is only possible with the right tools.  
That’s why ProQuest Dialog offers search functions for every 
skill level — Basic, Advanced, and Command Line searchers.  

Basic Search works much like an open web search,  
with precision built in behind the scenes for end users.  
Advanced Search is a guided template-based search 
based on fields and limiters. Command Line Search 
allows information professionals to compose 
extremely precise searches to pinpoint the 
most relevant results. 

Users can easily collaborate with each 
other on searches despite differences in 
skill levels and search types.

“ It’s a true 
rejuvenation of  
a valuable search 
service.” Information Today

Key Benefits:
•   Access multidisciplinary premium 

content in a single interface.

•   Find authoritative, relevant content 
quickly and easily.

•   Organize and share search results 
with a few clicks.

•   Choose from a variety of  
pricing options.

•   Enable searchers of all skill levels.
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Sophisticated Workflow Tools You Need
ProQuest Dialog allows searchers of all skill levels to 
quickly find, organize, and share the right information 
through one-click options on the same interface. 
Download results, save searches, create custom 
reports, and more, with easy-to-use tools that 
facilitate collaboration and customization.

Ongoing Training and Support You Deserve 
Keep all your ProQuest Dialog users working efficiently 
with help from our world-class Global Customer 
Support team. From live web-based training to  
pre-recorded webinars, self-guided training modules 
to downloadable reference guides, ProQuest Dialog 
gives you limitless training resources to help you get 
the most from your search experience.

Need more hands-on help? Our trusted Search 
Specialists provide expert assistance to support 
your research needs at every step, including search 
consultation, technical support, and specialized training.

And getting started is simple. The ProQuest Dialog 
team has experience with implementations and 
transitions of all types. We’ll help you build and 
refine your search strategy — and we have extensive 
experience transitioning alerts and saved searches.

Flexible Pricing to Fit Any Budget
No two organizations are alike. So ProQuest Dialog 
offers content bundles and flexible pricing plans to 
meet your needs and your budget. The plans include:

•   Standard Transactional Plan that works on a  
pay-as-you-go basis. 

•   Commitment Plan that offers discounts when you 
commit to a minimum annual contract value. 

•   Choice and Site License Plans, which offer flat  
rate subscriptions for specific databases or groups 
of databases. 

These plans can be combined to provide a customized 
package to best suit the needs of your organization. 

Key Features:
•   Large, multidisciplinary collection of content.

•   Search that adapts to the user’s level of expertise.

•   Collaboration tools that let you download results, save searches,  
and create custom reports.

•   Flexible pricing plans to work with any budget.
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“ ProQuest Dialog gives me the targeted 
information I need for my clients so I can 
fulfill their strategic needs.”  Deb Hunt, Library Director 

and 2013 President, 
Special Libraries Association
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Research Tools for Pharmaceuticals and 
Biomedicine
Stay current and compliant with information that 
supports the diverse and stringent needs of the 
pharmaceutical industry.  

With ProQuest Dialog, you can:

•   Confidently monitor adverse events and find  
precise data on drug reactions using a powerful 
alerting system.

•   Track scientific developments, new products, 
competitor news, industry adoption, and broader 
industry trends.

•   Protect R&D investments with timely information 
to react to key findings about your drugs or 
perform research on new therapeutic indications.

•   Improve ROI with better insight into competitors’ 
pipelines, strengths and weaknesses of 
compounds, potential business risks, and product 
and partnership opportunities. 

Learn more about the ProQuest Dialog 
pharmaceuticals and biomedicine databases at  
www.dialog.com/go/pharmabiomed. 

Research Tools for Engineers and Technologists
Discover the world’s largest multidisciplinary collection 
of engineering and scitech databases, allowing you to 
easily search and track all major licensed and peer-
reviewed engineering and scitech research. 

With ProQuest Dialog, you can:

•   Identify the key authors and innovators in a 
particular engineering and technical domain via 
a combination of powerful indexing searches 
together with ranking tools and reports.

•   Solve complex engineering and design challenges 
by finding solutions across the full spectrum of 
global engineering and scitech research.

•   Conduct comprehensive non-patent literature 
searches across all engineering and scitech 
domains to support prior art searching.

•   Track and monitor new research and identify 
emerging competitive threats to your business and 
R&D program.

Learn more about the ProQuest Dialog engineering 
and scitech databases at www.dialog.com/go/
engscitech.

 

CONFIDENCE IN 
YOUR SEARCH 
RESULTS.
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Comprehensive Full-Text Patent Offering
You won’t find a more comprehensive full-text  
patent collection anywhere. With ProQuest Dialog, 
you’ll have access to three patent families, 33 full- 
text patent authorities, and bibliographic coverage 
from an additional 65. Using ProQuest Dialog, you 
can conduct thorough searches on ownership, due 
diligence, infringement, freedom to operate, and 
competitive intelligence.

With ProQuest Dialog, you can:

•   Search comprehensive prior art with classifications 
via multiple entry points including: search fields, 
browse look-ups, truncation on codes, lateral 
search from any patent indexing to find all patents 
by that code, and results filtering by class code.

•   Find and track companies active in key areas of 
technology or identify top inventors. Determine 
who the top inventors are in an area and who 
owns the most patents. Create ranked lists that  
are formatted, editable, and ready for distribution.

•   Monitor the competition with reports and alerting 
on the legal status of a patent family in one table.

•   Conduct a thorough investigation of a patent with 
forward and backward citations, locating cited 
patents, and non-patent literature.

Learn more about the ProQuest Dialog full-text 
patent offering at www.dialog.com/go/patents.

Comprehensive News and Trade Collection
ProQuest Dialog provides the most complete 
collection of news and trade press from the world’s 
major licensed media publishers. Use ProQuest 
Dialog to stay abreast of competitor activity, monitor 
technological developments, track global market 
trends, and uncover experts in your field.

With ProQuest Dialog, you can:

•   Stay abreast of current competitor activity and 
new market entrants.

•   Monitor technological developments, industry 
adoption, and trends.

•   Find prospective customers and source the best 
suppliers and partners.

•   Gather information on existing products and 
announcements.

•   Identify “common law” use of product names.

•   Track global market trends and opportunities.

•   Uncover experts in your field to find potential 
consultants, employees, or expert witnesses.

Learn more about the ProQuest Dialog news and 
trade collection at www.dialog.com/go/newstrade.

SEARCH…  
FROM THOUGHT 
TO FINISH.



EXPLORE  
PROQUEST 
DIALOG TODAY.

Get the Whole Picture With More Solutions From ProQuest 
ProQuest’s unique content, research tools, and solutions allow corporate information professionals to quickly uncover hard-to-find 
research, provide data and insight, and ultimately maximize the return on research. 

360 Link quickly connects users to 
full-text content in your collection via 
an efficient, easily customizable SaaS 
solution powered by a knowledge base 
that delivers both the highest number 
of links and the most accurate links, 
even when metadata is missing.

ebrary and EBL provide you and 
your employees with the ebooks they 
need, when and how they want them. 
Complete with on-demand mobile 
access, flexible acquisition models such 
as pay-as-you-go, and the largest 
content selection from authoritative 
publishers, we help corporations optimize 

their budgets and move research and 
employee development forward.

RefWorks Flow accommodates how 
researchers manage their citations 
and materials, powerfully and fluidly 
integrating citation metadata with full-
text document management.

See how our robust content collections and precision search can deliver authoritative answers  
to support critical decision making, build competitive advantage, and drive innovation. Contact  
us today!

Web: www.dialog.com/proquestdialog

Email: customer@dialog.com

Phone:  +1 800 334 2564 (U.S. and Canada) 
+00 800 33 34 2564 (Outside North America)

Find ProQuest Dialog on:


